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Meaningful Matches Are Ready to Be Made
on the All-New ChristianMingle
The World's Largest Christian Dating Site Reveals New Logo, Updated
Platform and a Refined Digital Experience

LOS ANGELES, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 12/17/15 -- ChristianMingle®, the largest and most
trusted online community for Christian singles, today unveiled its exciting new makeover.
Aiming to make the experience more contemporary, elegant and open, ChristianMingle has
been completely redesigned to debut a sleek new appearance and all-new logo, an
improved back-end platform and architecture, easier-to-use functionality and new mobile-
optimized features.

With these updates, it's now easier than ever for the diverse range of Christian singles to
reach their relationship goals on ChristianMingle, whether that goal is marriage or simply
making friends with others that share their faith and values.

This makeover is a landmark moment for Spark Networks®, the owner of ChristianMingle. In
early 2015, the company set out to return to profitability and rebuild this flagship brand. With
an entirely new management team, the company has focused back on its roots of providing
singles with online platforms that help them find compatible, life-long relationships. With the
relaunch of ChristianMingle, the company is once again repositioning itself as the clear
leader in the niche dating world.

"As one of the world's first online communities for Christian dating, we care about providing
our users with an experience focused on shared faith and values -- this is what differentiates
us from other online dating sites," said Michael Egan, Chief Executive Officer, Spark
Networks. "The redesign of the ChristianMingle site is just the start of our goal to become
the world's most valuable platform for single Christians, providing both a supportive online
community, as well as content and tools to help churches and singles ministries around the
globe."

With over 16 million registered users worldwide, ChristianMingle has the largest community
of eligible Christians on any dating site. In addition to providing innovative ways to connect
and communicate, ChristianMingle offers valuable advice and resources to foster
relationship success -- from personalized profile-writing to tips with respected Christian
thought leaders. Some of the sites' changes and new product offerings include:

All-new logo mindfully re-designed to align with today's Christian
Redesigned profile pages that help to highlight member's goals and attributes
New dashboard that gives users the ability to quickly see matches and views
Streamlined communication tool so users can see all messages and chats in one

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1236004&id=8027188&type=1&url=http%253a%252f%252fchristianmingle.com%252f
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=1236004&id=8027191&type=1&url=http%253a%252f%252fwww.spark.net%252f


central location

ChristianMingle's online community is built on core Christian values and represents the
broad diversity of Christianity today. By incorporating a "faith spectrum," ChristianMingle
provides the most robust ability for Christians to find others that share their values.
ChristianMingle is also known for its dedication to safety and customer service, with each
profile and photo going through rigorous review to ensure members are 100% confident in
their community.

ABOUT CHRISTIANMINGLE
As the world's largest Christian dating site, ChristianMingle is a trusted online dating brand
leader with over 15 million like-minded members creating meaningful matches and lasting
connections. ChristianMingle is owned and operated by Spark Networks, Inc., whose
mission is to create iconic, niche-focused brands that build and strengthen the communities
they serve. In addition to ChristianMingle, Spark Networks' portfolio of consumer websites
includes JDate®, BlackSingles.com® and SilverSingles®.com, among others. Spark
Networks' shares trade on the NYSE MKT under the ticker symbol "LOV" (NYSE MKT:
LOV).

Source: Spark Networks, Inc.
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